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Version 20200301 
 

1.  United Container Transport B.V. is a private company with limited liability under the laws of the 
Netherlands. United Container Transport B.V. is registered in the trade register under company 
number 24344063. 
 

2.  All services offered by United Container Transport B.V., group companies and affiliated companies 
(hereafter individually and collectively referred to as ‘’UCT’’) apply to the Terms and Conditions 
United Container Transport B.V. to the exclusion of all other terms and conditions. 

 
3.  Unless explicitly written and agreed as differently UCT acts as charter office / transporter for national 

and/or international transport.  
 

4.  The General Transport conditions 2002 (version 2015) and the CMR-convention apply on all our road 
transport services. These conditions can be read and downloaded on www.uctransport.nl under the 
section Terms and Conditions. 
 

5. The Terms and Conditions are standard included in the introduction letter and can be send free on 
request of the client. The client can also read and download the Terms and Conditions on 
www.uctransport.nl under the section Terms and Conditions. 
 

6.  UCT acts as charter office / transporter and is therefore authorized to subcontract all or a part of its 
services to a carrier under contract of UCT (hereafter referred as ‘’Charter’’). The charter fulfils 
contractual agreed services in name of UCT 

  
7.  Waiting times and waiting hours according agreement. After this, the agreed amount (€) per hour or a 

percentage of this will be charged until a maximum agreed amount. 
 

8.  In the situation of a dead freight before start of transport UCT will according to the General Transport 
conditions 2002 (version 2015) art. 4(3) reserve the right to charge 75% of the agreed transport costs. 
If else, this needs to be mutually agreed in writing. 
 

9. UCT handles a term of payment according to agreement after invoice date. If else, this needs to be 
mutually agreed in writing. 
 

10.  The judge of Rotterdam will settle uncontested claims. Dutch law applies.  
 

11. United Container Transport B.V. is not liable for exceeding legally permitted axle loads as result of too 
heavily or wrongly loaded containers.  
 

12. By giving order to UCT and its services, the client agrees on the applicability of the UCT terms and 
conditions.   
 

13. UCT has the right to change or adjust these conditions.  
 


